In a neighbourhood of x, the intersection M DE(x,X) is a regular curve y : ( -e , e)-»M. We suppose the parameter f e (-e, e) is a multiple of the arc-length such that y(0) = x and y(0) = X. Each choice of X e T(M) yields a different curve which is called the normal section of M at JC in the direction of X, where X s T X (M) (Section 3).
. For x e M and a non-zero vector X in T X M, we define the (d + l)-dimensional affine subspace E(x,X) of U m+d by
E(x, X) = x + spw{X, N X (M)}.
In a neighbourhood of x, the intersection M DE(x,X) is a regular curve y : ( -e , e)-»M. We suppose the parameter f e (-e, e) is a multiple of the arc-length such that y(0) = x and y(0) = X. Each choice of X e T(M) yields a different curve which is called the normal section of M at JC in the direction of X, where X s T X (M) (Section 3).
For such a normal section we can write
y(t) = x + \(t)X + N(t).
(0.1)
where N(t) e N X (M) and A(f) e R. The submanifold M is said to have pointwise k-planar normal sections (Pk-PNS) if for each normal section y the first, second and higher order derivatives are linearly dependent as vectors in M n+d . Submanifolds with pointwise 3-planar normal sections have been studied by S. J. Li in the case when M is isotropic [6] and also in the case when M is spherical [7] .
In this paper we consider product submanifolds M = M X X M 2 with P3-PNS and we show that this implies strong conditions on Mj and M 2 . 
Preliminary results. Let us write
= (V x h)(X,X) J(X) = (V x V x h)(X, X) + 3h(A h{X , X) X, X)
so that H:T{M)->N(M) and VH:T(M)^N(M)
and J:T(M)-+N(M) are fibre maps whose restriction to each fibre T X (M) is a homogeneous polynomial map, H is of degree 2 and VH is of degree 3 and J is of degree 4.
Note that (1.2) shows that h is completely determined by H and (1.3) shows that Vh is completely determined by VH. LEMMA 
M has P3-PNS if and only if for all x E M and X e T X (M), H(X), VH(X) and J(X) are linearly dependent vectors in N X (M).
Proof. Differentiating the formula (0.2) and evaluating at t = 0 we obtain after some calculation
From this it is clear that {y(0), y(0), y(0), y (iv) (0)} is a linearly dependent set if and only if
linearly dependent set if and only if {H(X),^H(X),J(X)}
is a linearly dependent set. LEMMA 
M has P2-PNS if and only if \\HfVH-(H,VH)H = 0. (2.1)

Proof. (H, VH)VH -{H, VH)H = 0 means that for all JC £ M and X e T X (M),
PRODUCT SUBMANIFOLDS Again the condition (2.3) means that for all X e T{M) Submanifolds with P2-PNS have been classified. The subclass of those submanifolds with P2-PNS for which VH = 0, that is, that have parallel second fundamental form have been shown to coincide with the class of extrinsically symmetric submanifolds which were classified by Ferus. We will call these s-submanifolds. We have shown in another paper that the other manifolds with P2-PNS must be hypersurfaces.
{\\H(X)\\ 2 VH{X) -(H(X), VH(X)) 2 }J(X) = {(J(X), H(X)) ||VH(X)\\ 2 -(J(X), VH(X))(H(X), VH(X))}H(X) ), VH(X)) \\H(X)f -(J(X), H(X))(VH(X), H(X))}VH(X). (2.4) In this case the condition that H(X), VH(X), J(X) are linearly dependent can be written as either (a) H(X), VH(X) are linearly dependent or (b) J(X) = aH(X) + pVH(X) for some a, p e U. So in case (a) we can use Lemma (2.2) to see that (2.4) is true since the coefficients of H(X), VH(X)
In the classification theorem we give below we separate manifolds into three types. We have not investigated yet the geometrical consequences of these conditions. Note however that (ii) is the condition for VH and J to be linearly dependent and (iii) is the condition for H and / to be linearly dependent, so if any one of these three conditions hold M will have P3-PNS.
Note also that for a submanifold with P2-PNS either V// = 0, when it is an s-submanifold and it is automatically of type AW (2) or by the theorem in [1] it is a hypersurface and so automatically of type AW(2) and of type AW(3). 
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Product submanifolds with P3-PNS. Now consider the case when M =
Proof. In [4]
it is proved that A/, X M 2 has P2-PNS if and only if either both A/, and M 2 have parallel second fundamental form, or one of them is totally geodesic and the other has P2-PNS. However, Ferus [5] has shown that submanifolds with parallel second fundamental form are s-submanifolds and we have shown that if a manifold has P2-PNS, it either has parallel second fundamental form (and hence is an s-submanifold) or it is a hypersurface [1] . For convenience let us use a shorter notation for the coefficients in Theorem 2.3 and put
We define a u ( (M 2 ) to N X2 (M 2 ) . So if we look at the above equation and think about the degrees of the terms as polynomials in X( or X 2 ), and then pick out terms of the same degree in X h i = 1,2, we get the following: 
